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Chairman of the Senate of 1984: An Analysis of the Congressional Response to the year being the largest ever. The received a cash award and a plaque. Withdrawn). the statement, he will receive honor code statement at the end of the retention policy. Both will go into operation next fall. Evans gathered much of his in-Second year student, was awarded second prize. The essay contest was a national- Students Should Mail Forms Now Twenty-one local people, including Valparaiso law students and two professors, in- the number of students to become involved in the law school faculty and library Valparaiso's legal fraternities: Delta Alpha Delta, Phi Alpha Delta, Delta Theta Phi, and Phi Delta Phi. This semester rushing first-year students and fraternities. The following are just a few of the events to allow students to contact either of these two members. The Roe v. Wade decision is one of the Supreme Court's more extreme decisions and is less protective of the law schools than the laws in effect in some of the states. The LSAAP helps assure the access for law students to a total of $3000. The program qualifications law students for $5000 in guaranteed both student and parent. Students who have problems in obtaining guaranteed student loans, feel free to contact Cichowski. Scholarships will also be posted in the lobby next semester. Students should be look- ing for these programs.

Law Fraud Status Begins

A new semester means a new emphasis on rush for all of Valparaiso's official fraternity chapters, Delta Delta Phi, Delta Alpha Delta, and Phi Delta Phi. This semester all three fraternities will be looking for new members, with a special emphasis on retaining first-year students and sponsoring a number of parties. The rush for three weeks will consist of the scheduled activities for the three fraternities. Delta Theta Phi Delta Delta Phi will be kicking off their rush on parties on February 9, and February 23. DTP will set up a display table in the main lobby the week preceding these events to allow students to learn more about the fraternity. DTP once again will sponsor the annual Faculty Roast during Law Week. Officers this year include Thomas Jaryzyniec, President, and Charles Johnson, Tribune. For information please contact either of these two members.

TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIES (Free)

| Jan. 30 | Yellow Submarine |
| Feb. 5 | Warriors |
| Feb. 19 | Pulp Fiction |
| Feb. 26 | Serpico |
| Mar. 5 | Valley Girl |
| Mar. 22 | Lady Sings the Blues |
| Apr. 2 | Megaforce |
| Apr. 29 | Loaded Gun Rocking Stock |
| May 6 | Lose Wolf McQuade |
| Apr. 32 | To Be Or Not To Be |
| Apr. 30 | Charly |
| May 7 | Bang the Drum Slowly |

Phi Alpha Delta Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) began rushing for the spring semester on January 19. The following semester will be their 34 new
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John M. Evans, a second year student, was awarded the special prize in the 1964 Law Student Essay Con- tent of the National Association of Administrative Law Judges.
"I really didn't expect to win," said Evans. "I submitted the essay mainly for the chance to be published and not for the other awards. It was really just fun to do something to do with an opportunity to win something." Evans also received a cash award and a prize for his efforts.

The essay content was a nation-wide contest during participation this year being the largest ever. The essay topic was "Adjudication Under Articles 1 and 2 of the Con- stitution," and Evans essay was en- titled "Bankruptcy Amendments of 1984: An Analysis of the Const- itutional Response to the Marathon Decision." It will be published in the NAAIL spring journal.

Evans gathered much of his in- formation while working in Washington, D.C. for the Senate Judiciary Committee. "The Chief Staff Council of Committee Chair- man, Strom Thurmond provided me with most of my background in- formation," Evans said. "Senator (Robert) Dole's Chief Staff Council was also very helpful." Dole is Chairman of the Senate Subcom- mittee on the Courts.
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Avoiding The Inevitable

by Anne Ormony

While in THE FORUM, and while on the pop machine in the lounge last week, I couldn’t help overhearing a conversation between an older student and Mal Linger, an astute third-year student.

“I just hate being called on in class,” whined Joe. "How can I avoid it as a second and third year?" Mal responded, "It definitely tougher second and third year."

“I’m not sure,” replied Mal. “Most classes have less students and the professors get to know you. First year it was easy. I didn’t talk to anyone, so no one knew my name. When the prof called my name, I’d look around the room like the 50 other fools who were looking around.”

“That’s a great idea but what happened when people learned your name?”

Well, that problem eventually arose. I was forced at one point to reveal my identity to Dave Myer, the property prof. But I fixed it by stuttering, picking my nose, and falling loudly. I was supposedly never called on again.” Mal proudly explained. “But I think that was due to my shifting sections to Gromley’s property class.”

Mal continued his lecture and began...”It was kind of a hummer when after experiencing Gromley’s Gromley’s Groan...”

I guess that’s a different story since I had to take Myer’s final exam. However, I realized that people know you, so you’ll have to resort to the technique and strategies I’ve employed since first year. First, take the courses offered with the most people in the class of your major. In the odds of being bothered are less. If, by chance, your name is called, duck under the desk. The second, at the beginning of your term, always try to get into Constitutional Law II. The course is easier than Constitutional Law I because next year you’ll have more classes in rooms A & B.”

The most important thing to know about a classroom seating is that the professor you sit in your first year will inevitably begin expecting you to sit in the front row. Teachers have never heard of a person in the second or third rows participating, have you?”

“Never,” Joe reassured Mal.

Joe continued, “The second row is ideal for classroom sitting. You can look down the front of the professor, easy access to the exit, and have escaped his natural eye movements. A professor will generally glance from the front of the room to the back of the room with nothing more than a fleeting blur to the middle rows. If not the second row you will be forced to sit any further back than the third row. You’ll often find yourself about to experience the most thoughts of enjoying the semester and sit in the front.”

Joe changed the topic by asking, “Do you align your body in such a position that you are at eye level with the professor’s existence without having him interfere with yours? If the professor does backhand your body, you say reality then there are several ways to get even with him. The best way is to steadily ask questions until you arrive at one he is unable to answer and then request that he know it by the next class. Professional ethics will obligate him to discover the answer. If he doesn’t answer, ask him the question every day until he does. He’ll soon begin to resent you, and you’ll approach the ideal situation of being able to sit in a row without ever being bothered.”

Joe, seemingly impressed nodded his head in agreement and then smiled, “Geez, Mr. Ormony, you really know what you’re talking about. Maybe I’ll be a tax attorney some day.” Mal, obviously flustered sat back in his chair with a distrustful look on his face.

“Now you want to specialize in tax?”

That means you’ll be taking classes with less students, held in the new seminar room and taught by a top-notch professor, not Joe Potts, Um? Uhh! Look Joe I’d like to talk but I have to get to OGC. Big Al is in the office and I’m just settled in behind the judge’s bench before everyone starts filling in.”

Fraternity Rush

Prospective men can direct their questions to any one of PAD’s officers or to their rush directors, Beth North and John Kornak. Applications for PAD membership can also be obtained through these representatives. Information meeting was held in February 1. Itinerary is tentatively scheduled for March 23.
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Best Commercial (Non Alcoholic)

The Michelin Tire and baby's spot. (On two sets right after the game!)

Best ID SynCraSy

Joe Montana licking his fingers and法律学校，但这一年他们已经设定了一个小目标。BALSA is strengthening its members to integrate with the rest of the law school, said Terry Boone, BALSA President. “BALSA wants to be regarded as just another local law related organization and not as a group separate from most of the law school community.”

BALSA is also striving to include all minorities in its activities. The national organization only includes black Americans and Africans in its programs. The group already accomplished some noteworthy projects last semester. In the fall BALSA conducted a seminar for first-year law students that dealt with brief writing and class participation. BALSA members also served a traditional Thanksgiving dinner at home over the holiday.

The fraternity will also continue its community service by presenting a series of seminars dealing with Constitutional Law II. The program is being held to encourage students to take advantage of and practice interviewing skills and to get feedback before going into an actual interview. Students are encouraged to take advantage of the program to prepare for their participation in the interviewing process.

February 6, with a cocktail reception to follow. PAD is also sponsoring a number of social events as well. The spring rush will also include a spring banquet in March. The fraternity will also continue its community service by presenting a series of seminars dealing with Constitutional Law II. The program is being held to encourage students to take advantage of and practice interviewing skills and to get feedback before going into an actual interview. Students are encouraged to take advantage of the program to prepare for their participation in the interviewing process.

Besides these efforts, PAD in conjunction with other student organizations will be sponsoring a fund-raiser to send aid to Ethiopia. PAD hopes to bring in a speaker for the law school in conjunction with the seminars later this month. One of the fundraising ideas is again sponsoring a mock trial to raise money, Gromley’s property class.”
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Two members of PAD recently received scholarships for their involvement in the law school and in the fraternity. Greg Bouldin and Linda Wolske each received Balfour Scholarship from the PAD national organization. The scholarships are based on a candidate's law school and undergraduate grade, and extracurricular activities. Ten of these scholarships are available annually for all members of PAD’s 142 inn. PAD would also like to wish David Malin success in his transfer to Thomas Cooley Law School.
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Spearheaded by a tenacious defense, established by rug­ged law school's first water basketball team, dow­n­ed Sigma Tau 29-16 on January 16.

The defense, sparked by Al "Taste Great!" Miller and his brother Brian "Less Filling," did not allow a single Sigma Tau Gama­ma bucket. In water basketball, however, points are also awarded for fouls (two for a shooting foul and one for any other foul) and for touching the wall (one point). "This is a wimpy sport compared to water polo," said Brian Miller. "At least in water polo I could drown people!" The game is played entirely within the confines of the diving well of beautiful Hilltop Natatorium.

With such world class swimmers as Randy "Flipper" Seg and Andy "The Water Beetle" Spalding, Establishment Claws holds a clear speed advantage over any of the fraternities they face. Dennis "Aquauman" Favaro, John "Land Lubber" Aufdemberge, Doug "Tower of Power" Crawford, and Steven C. "It Really Does Stand For Conservative", Brown also contributed to the Claws victory.

According to Player-coach Brown, the team must now develop a serious offensive threat both inside and outside, to compliment its defense. "If we're going to compete with frats like Theta Chi and perennial champs, DFP, we have to be able to score at will," quip­ped Brown. "We lacked a little of­fensive punch last week, but I men­tioned to our guards to knock down some outside shots and go for the inside numbers.
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